asb-portal.cz

Construction • living • garden • architecture

online 2023

homebydleni.cz

receptyprimanapadu.cz

web

HOUSING | HOUSE | GARDEN | STYLE | NEWS

homebydleni.cz

www.homebydleni.cz

2

Attractive web
with a new design
175
000
unique

3

top
most read article
You don‘t know how
to effectively
get rid of moths
Household?
This advises
experts.

18fans
000

visitors
per month

7

A modern and progressive portal
about housing. Almost 4,500 articles
and 35,000 inspirational images.
Houses, apartments, gardens,
domestic and foreign visits, and
many examples and inspirations.

sky scraper

about living

LEADERBOARD

on Facebook

square

Source: Google Analytics 1/2022 - 7/2022, Facebook 8/2022

64 %

36 %

Percentage of users by region

Who are our readers?

How much do they earn?

15 %

Source: Google Analytics 8/2021 – 7/2022

20 %

age

25 %

18 %

32 %

20 %

Interested in
reconstruction

13 %
18 %

2

25–34

35–44

45–54

55–64

Source: Google Analytics 1/2022 – 7/2022

65 +

31 %

Above average
income

22 %

Readers looking
for inspiration

13 %

Future
Cottage
builders
enthusiasts

5%
18–24

Architects and
designers

6%

Below average
income

63 %

Average
income

331,605

16,367

Source: Google Analytics 1/2021 - 6/2021

Source: visitor survey on homebydleni.cz on a sample of 4,134 respondents

Why advertise on homebydleni.cz?
Ad formats and prices
www.homebydleni.cz

Branding

1

1
3
Square

Branding

1

BRANDING

1
2
3
4
5

Modern website compatible
with mobile devices.
Thanks to daily updated content, a rich archive of articles,
photographs and cooperation with major companies,
www.homebydleni.cz is guaranteed continuous growth in traffic.
Effective targeting of advertising
to portal visitors.
Resonating brand
on social networks.

	Strong virality
of Facebook posts.

Square in photo gallery

3
Square

3

weby

homebydleni.cz
www.homebydleni.cz

1

Ad formats sold for the period
Format

branding

Placement

1 branding*

*

2 Leaderboard

*

3 SQUARE

1
branding

branding

1

3
square

4 DOUBLE SQUARE

*

5 box-in

main page, sections, articles
main page, sections, articles
main page,
sections, articles
and gallery
main page, sections, articles

Format dimensions

Data size

1 100 × 200 pxl + 2x 160 × 600 pxl,
mobil: 320 × 100 pxl
1 100 × 200
30 kB
mobil: 320 × 100 pxl

Production price

Price per
week

5 500 Kč

26 000 Kč

5 500 Kč

13 000 Kč

300 × 300 pxl

30 kB

5 500 Kč

17 000 Kč

300 × 600 pxl

30 kB

5 500 Kč

13 000 Kč

articles and gallery

300 × 300 pxl

30 kB

5 500 Kč

13 000 Kč

main page, sections, articles

160 × 600 pxl

30 kB

5 500 Kč

9 000 Kč

6 Sky scraper

Non-standard
formats (Video banner, enterstitial,
Expand, Overlay)

upon agreement

**Banner is displayed on desktop and on mobile phone

.

** Prices for non-standard formats may change during the year. The current price list is located in the footer
of the website.

Ad formats in the form of an article
Format
7 PR article**

The price of the publication
includes the overlinking of
three words (phrases) to
the client‘s website.
8 PR article with

tagged images

9 PR article
s otagovanými
obrázky***

3
4

square

DOUBLE
square

Specifications

Price

on the main page,
in the section by
topic of the article

3,600 characters (including spaces),
5-8 images (min. 1200 × 800 pxl),
max. 2-3 lines, logo (125 pxl wide) can
be part of the article

CZK 25,000 /
publication

3,600 characters (including
The PR article will be
spaces), 5-8 images (min. 2,000
published in the TOP pxl wide, 72 dpi), max. 3 hyperlinks,
logo (125 × 125 pxl) can be part of
position
the article, max. 3 tags with links
3,600 characters (including spaces),
5-8 images (min. 2,000 pxl wide,
on the main page, in
72 dpi), max. 3 hyperlinks, logo
sections by focus
(125 × 125 pxl) can be part of the
article, max. 3 tags with links

surcharge
CZK 1,700 per
placement

CZK 30,000 /
publication

10 NATIVE PR article **
The price of the publication
includes the overlinking of
three words (phrases) to
the client‘s website.

on the main page,
in the section by
topic of the article

3,600 characters (including spaces),
5-8 images (min. 1200 × 800 pxl),
max. 2-3 lines, logo (125 pxl wide) can
be part of the article

CZK 32,000 /
publication
Price for
production
9,000 CZKč

11 NEWS
The price of publication
includes overlinking the
source of information to
the client‘s website.

on the main page,
in the NEWS section
and in the sections
by focus

900 characters (including spaces),
2-3 images, 1 hyperlink, logo (125 pxl
wide) can be part of the news

CZK 15,000 /
publication

12 Publication
of a company video

publication of
a video presentation
of the client in the
advertorial or in the
News section

maximum video length: 5 min.
Format: FLV, embed link (youtube,
video)

Part of a PR
article:
CZK 20,000
Part of the
News:
CZK 10,000

Video presentation
production

4

Placement

13 PARTNERSHIP
Portal sections: Living,
House, Garden, Style

According to the complexity of the work, the length of the recording and the
use of video (work procedures, interviews, introduction of company products /
technologies / reference objects ...)
The partner of the section gets:
• space with dimensions of 1,040 × 400 pxl as a static image
Price:
with an overlink in the selected section and its subsection
• PR article
CZK 55,000 /
• news (possibility of publishing a press release, company
month
news during the year)
• BOX IN banner

** The article will be marked as a PR article. The price of the PR article does not include the translation of the delivered
text into another language. The Client has the right to two extensive corrections of advertising materials (eg changes in
text and graphics) in the break. PR articles are a permanent part of individual sections of the portal.
*** The article will be marked as a PR article. The price of the PR article does not include the translation of the delivered
text into another language. The Client has the right to two extensive corrections of advertising materials (eg changes
in text and graphics) in the break. PR articles are a permanent part of individual branch sections of the portal. They
are not part of e-newspapers.
**** Only information not previously published on the www.homebydleni.cz portal is published as news. News are
published on the main page and in sections as standard articles. The editors reserve the right to make grammatical,
stylistic and formal adjustments to the supplied textual materials, as well as to adjust the scope. The presentation
through News is not intended for publishing of general information about the manufacturer and its range. The news
remains part of the portal‘s archive.

Ad formats in e-newspaper
Format
14 PR ARTICLE

News in e-newspaper****
15 Banner Ad link +
PR article

Placement
Specifications
A link to a PR article (or News), published at
www.homebydleni.cz, is placed at the beginning of
the e-newspaper.
The banner link with the
overlink is located at the beginning of the e-newspaper.
jpg, png, gif
Part of the e-newspaper is
a link to a PR article.

Price
CZK 25,000

CZK 31,000

**** E-newspaper frequency: once a week
Prices are without VAT and are indicative.
The Client is responsible for the formal and content side of the ordered advertisements, as well as for all damages that may
occur to the publisher or third parties on the basis of information provided in the advertisements or in connection with them.
The Client further declares to have an unquestionable consent to the publication of the provided photographs and other
pictorial and textual materials of third parties.

5

www.homebydleni.cz

2

Mobile phone formats

Leaderboard

3
square

6

1

2

Branding

Leaderboard

Sky scraper

web

homebydleni.cz

5
Box-in

3
square

Ad formats in e-newspaper

5
BOX-IN

14

15

PR ARTICLE,
NEWS

BaNNER
+ PR ARTICLE

4
6

double
square

9

PR ARTICLE
WITH TAGGED
IMAGES

7

7

PR ARTICLE

web

House and construction | Interior | Garden | Workshop and hobby

receptyprimanapadu.cz

www.receptyprimanapadu.cz

2

Popular

leaderboard

sky scraper

7

Internet hobby portal
An attractive portal focused mainly on leisure and hobbies with an
emphasis on the house, apartment and garden. In addition to interesting
ideas from experts, and of course the reader, it also contains sections
devoted to home accessories, DIY, cottages, pets, cooking and health.

3
SQUARE

Top
most read article

138
000
unique

Source: Google Analytics
1/2022 – 7/2022

visitors
per month

What to bet with what?
Plant vegetables
in the correct ones
combinations
Source: Google Analytics 1/2022 - 7/2022

Target group

The website is aimed at readers who actively spend their free time improving a house or
apartment, in the garden, in a home workshop or in a cottage. The part is also intended
for collector readers, breeders and for those who like to cook.

8

61 %

39 %

Percentage of users by region

Source: Google Analytics 1/2022 - 7/2022

Age

20 %

23 %
17 %

14 %

21 %

15,360

5%
18–24

295,552

8

PR article

Source: Google Analytics 1/2022 - 7/2022
25–34

35–44

45–54

55–64

65 +

Source: Google Analytics 1/2022 - 7/2022

Why advertise on
receptyprimanapadu.cz?

1
2
3
9

Recepty prima nápadů (Recipes of great
ideas) are already a traditional and
wellknown brand, which has its constant
favorites.
Effective targeting of advertising to portal
visitors.
Thanks to daily updated content, a rich
archive of articles, photographs and
cooperation with major companies, the
portal is guaranteed continuous growth in
traffic.

5
Double
square

web

receptyprimanapadu.cz

Ad formats and prices
www.receptyprimanapadu.cz

1

Ad formats sold for the period
Data size

Production price

Price per
week

Main page, sections, articles

1 200 × 200 pxl + 2x 160 × 600 pxl,
mobil: 320 × 100 pxl

CZK 5 500

CZK 26,000

Main page, sections, articles

1 200 × 200 pxl
mobil: 320 × 100 pxl

30 kB

CZK 5 500

CZK 13,000

3 SQUARE

Main page, sections, articles

300 × 300 pxl

30 kB

CZK 5 500

CZK 17,000

4 DOUBLE SQUARE

Main page, sections, articles

300 × 600 pxl

30 kB

CZK 5 500

CZK 13,000

articles

300 × 300 pxl

30 kB

CZK 5 500

CZK 13,000

Main page, sections, articles

160 × 600 pxl

30 kB

CZK 5 500

CZK 9,000

Format

branding

Placement

1 BRANDING

*

2 LEADERBOARD

1

1

branding

branding

*

3
square

*

5 BOX-IN

6 sky scraper

Format dimensions

Non-standard formats (Video banner,
interstitial,
Expand, Overlay)

upon agreement

*Banner is displayed on desktop and on mobile phone

.

** Prices for non-standard formats may change during the year. The current price list is located in the footer of the
website.

Ad formats in the form of an article
Format
7 PR article**

The price of the publication
includes the overlinking of
three words (phrases) to
the client‘s website.

8 PR article

in the introductory
box

9 PR article

with tagged
images***

Placement

Specifications

Price

in the section by
article topic

3,600 characters (including spaces), 5-8 images (min. 800 x 600
pxl), max. 2-3 lines, logo (125 pxl
wide) can be part of the article

CZK 25,000 /
publication

The PR article will
be published in the
TOP position

3,600 characters (including spaces), 5-8 images (min. 2,000 pxl
wide, 72 dpi), max. 3 hyperlinks,
logo (125 × 125 pxl) can be
part of the article, max. 3 tags
with links

surcharge CZK 1,700
per location

3,600 characters (including spaces),
5-8 images (min. 2,000 pxl wide,
on the main page,
72 dpi), max. 3 hyperlinks, logo (125
in sections by focus
× 125 pxl) can be part of the article,
max. 3 tags with links

CZK 30,000 /
publication

10

4
double
square

10 Native PR
article **

The price of the publication
includes the linking of
three words (phrases) to
the client‘s website..
11 NEWS****

The price of publication
includes linking the
source of information to
the client‘s website.
12 Publication of

a company video

Video presentation production
13 PARTNERSHIP
Portal section: Home
and Construction, Interior, Garden, Workshop
and Hobby, Breeding,
Health, Cooking

in the section by
article topic

3,600 characters (including spaces), 5-8 images (min. 800 x 600
pxl), max. 2-3 lines, logo (125 pxl
wide) can be part of the article

on the main page, 900 characters (including spaces),
in the NEWS section
2-3 images, 1 hyperlink, logo
and in the sections (125 pxl landscape) can be part of
the novelty
by focus
publication of
a video presentation
of the client in the
advertorial

maximum video length: 5 min.
Format: FLV, embed link (youtube,
video)

CZK 32,000 /
publication
Price for production
9,000 CZK

CZK 15,000 /
publication
Part of a PR article:
CZK 20,000
Part of the News:
CZK 10,000

According to the complexity of the work, the length of the recording and the use of video (work
procedures, interviews, introduction of company products / technologies / reference objects ...)
The partner of the section gets:
• according to the design manual as a static image with
an overlink in the selected section and its subsection
Price: CZK 55,000 /
• PR article
month
• news (possibility of publishing a press release, company
news during the year)
• box-in banner

** The article will be marked as a PR article. The price of the PR article does not include the translation of the delivered
text into another language. The Client has the right to two extensive corrections of advertising materials (eg changes
in text and graphics) in the break. PR articles are a permanent part of individual sections of the portal.
*** The article will be marked as a PR article. The price of the PR article does not include the translation of the
delivered text into another language. The Client has the right to two extensive corrections of advertising materials (eg
changes in text and graphics) in the break. PR articles are a permanent part of individual branch sections of the portal.
They are not part of e-newspaper.

9

PR ARTICLE
WITH TAGGED
IMAGES

**** Only information not previously published on the portal www.receptyprimanapadu.cz is published as news. News
are published on the main page and in sections as standard articles. The editors reserve the right to make grammatical,
stylistic and formal adjustments to the supplied textual materials, as well as to adjust the scope. The presentation
through the News is not intended for publishing of general information about the manufacturer and its range. The
news remains part of the portal‘s archive.

Ad formats in e-newspaper
Format
14 PR article, News in

e-newspaper****

15 Banner ad link +
PR article

Placement
Specifications
A link to a PR article (or News), published at
www.receptyprimanapadu.cz, is placed at the
beginning of the e-newspaper.
The banner link with the
overlink is placed at the beginning of the e-newspaper.
jpg, png, gif
Part of the e-newspaper is
a link to a PR article.

Price
CZK 25,000

CZK 31,000

**** E-newspaper frequency: once every two weeks.
Prices are without VAT and are indicative.

11

The Client is responsible for the formal and content side of the ordered advertisements, as well as for all damages
that may occur to the publisher or third parties on the basis of information provided in the advertisements or in
connection with them. The Client further declares to have an unquestionable consent to the publication of the provided
photographs and other pictorial and textual materials of third parties.

web

receptyprimanapadu.cz
2

leaderboard

Mobile phone formats
1

2

branding

Leaderboard

6
SKycraper

5
Box-in

3
square

Ad formats in e-newspaper

5
BOX-in

14

PR article,
News

15

BaNNER
+ PR article

12

2

leaderboard

13

4

7

PR article

double
square

12
Publication
of a company
video

13

Section partner

web

Trends | Architecture | Construction | Business

asb-portal.cz

www.asb-portal.cz

web portal

about architecture and construction business
top
most read article
Installation
procedure:
Plasterboard
ceiling

52
000
unique visitor
per month

Source: Google Analytics 01/2022 – 07/2022

43 %

Source: Google Analytics 1/2022 - 7/2022

Who are our readers?

Percentage of users by region

57 %

Decision-making on
purchase / investment

16 %

Entrepreneurs and
developers

17 %

Source: Google Analytics 01/2021 - 06/2021

Teachers and
students

28,5 %

Age

19 %

18 %

14 %

7,5 %
18–24

14

25–34

35–44

45–54

Source: Google Analytics 01/2021 – 06/2021

55–64

65 +

Architects and
builders
92

31 %

Co-decides

Interested in
architecture,
construction, design

52 %

13 %

15 %

19 %

does not decide

50 %

decides

131 148

Source: visitor survey on asb-portal.cz on a sample of 4,301 respondents

Source: Google Analytics 01/2021 – 06/2021

Why advertise on asb-portal.cz?

1
2
3
4
15

81 % of asb-portal.cz readers decide or co-decide on the
purchase of materials and technologies on the construction
site.
The weekly overview in the form of e-newspapers is
provided to more than 12,500 experts, designers, product
managers and fans of www.asb-portal.cz.
More than 8,000 articles in the field of architecture and
construction.
Addressing a specific B2B target group (professionals in
the field of architecture and construction, entrepreneurs in
this segment, developers, teachers and university students,
interested in architecture, design, construction, as well as
current trends in construction and architecture).

2

LEADERBOARD

3

3

SQUARE

SQUARE
4

DOUBLE SQUARE

5

UPPER BOX-IN

8

SPONZORED
TEXT LINK

6 SKY SCRAPER

Package price / guaranteed
number of views / week

BRANDING

1 100 × 200 pxl
+ 2x 160 × 600 pxl,
mobil: 320 × 100 pxl

main page,
sections,
articles

Price per 1,000 views
(CPT – cost per thousand)

1

Size

Format

Indicative number of banner views (IMP) / month

BRANDING
leaderboard + 2 × sky scraper

Dimensions in pxl

1

Ad formats in the form of a banner

Placement

web

asb-portal.cz

Ad formats and prices
www.asb-portal.cz

–

–

CZK 14,000 /
week
20,000 guaranteed views
per week

main page,
sections,
articles

1 000 × 200 pxl
1 100 × 200 pxl
mobil:
320 × 100 pxl

30 kB

22,600 at
rotation
1 of 3

CZK
620

CZK 6,500 /
week
20,000 guaranteed views
per week

main page,
sections,
articles

300 × 250 pxl
300 × 300 pxl

30 kB

22,600 at
rotation
1 of 3

CZK
620

CZK 6,500 /
week
20,000 guaranteed views
per week

30 kB

13,300 at
rotation
1 of 3

CZK
580

CZK 5,000 /
week
10,000 guaranteed views
per week

CZK
680

CZK 12,000 /
week
30,000 guaranteed views
per week

CZK
530

CZK 4,500 /
week
10,000 guaranteed views
per week

main page,
sections,
articles

300 × 600 pxl

main page,
sections, articles, gallery

300 × 250 pxl
300 × 300 pxl
320 × 300 pxl

30 kB

46,600 at
rotation
1 of 3

main page,
sections,
articles

120 × 600 pxl
160 × 600 pxl

30 kB

13,300 at
rotation
1 of 3

Delivery of all packages:

50% desktop,

50% mobile phones.
.

Banner is displayed on a desktop and on a mobile phone

16

7 Non-standard format*
(video banner,
Expand, Overlay,
Coloration)
8

Sponsored text
link

5

–

upon
agreement

30 kB

–

podle
agreement

main page,
sections,
articles

max. 80 characters, logo 100 ×
100 pxl

25 kB

100,000 /
month

–

CZK 3,000 /
week

* Prices for non-standard formats may change during the year. You can find the current price list at
www.asb-portal.cz/inzerce.

UPPER
BOX-IN

Ad formats in the form of an article
Format

Placement

Dimensions

Price

The price of the publication
includes the overlinking of
three words (phrases) to
the client‘s website.

on the main page,
in sections by focus,
From partners

3,600 characters (including spaces),
5-8 images (min. 2,000 pxl wide, 72
dpi), max. 3 hyperlinks, logo (125 ×
125 pxl) can be part of the article

CZK 25,000 /
publication

10 PR article

on the main page,
in sections by focus,
From partners

9 PR article**

with tagged
images***

11 PR article

in the introductory box

TOP position on the
main page, From
partners

12 NATIVE PR ARTICLE**

The price of the
publication includes the
overlinking of three words
(phrases) to the client‘s
website.

4
double
square

17

CZK 30,000 /
publication

surcharge
CZK 1,700
per location
CZK 32,000 /
publication
Price of
production
CZK 10,000

on the main page,
in sections by focus,
From partners

3,600 characters (including spaces),
5-8 images (min. 2,000 pxl wide, 72
dpi), max. 3 hyperlinks, logo (125 ×
125 pxl) can be part of the article

in sections by focus,
without main page

900 characters (including spaces),
CZK 16,000 /
2-3 images (min. 2,000 pxl wide,
72 dpi), 1 hyperlink, logo (125 × 125 publication
pxl) can be part of the news

13 NEWS***

The price of publication
includes overlinking the
source of information to
the client‘s website.

3,600 characters (including spaces),
5-8 images (min. 2,000 pxl wide, 72
dpi), max. 3 hyperlinks, logo (125 ×
125 pxl) can be part of the article,
max. 3 tags with overlinks
3,600 characters (including spaces),
5-8 images (min. 2,000 pxl wide, 72
dpi), max. 3 hyperlinks, logo (125 ×
125 pxl) can be part of the article,
max. 3 tags with overlinks

** The article will be marked as a PR article. The price of the PR article does not include the translation of the
delivered text into another language. The Client has the right to two extensive corrections of advertising materials
(eg changes in text and graphics). PR articles are a permanent part of individual branch sections of the portal. They
are not part of the ASB e-newspaper.
*** Only information not previously published on the www.asb-portal.cz portal is published as news. News are
published in sections according to focus. The editors reserve the right to make grammatical, stylistic and formal
adjustments to the supplied textual materials, as well as to adjust the scope. The presentation through the News is
not intended for publishing of general information about the manufacturer and its range. The news remains part of
the portal‘s archive. Price for banner production CZK 5,000.

web

asb-portal.cz

www.asb-portal.cz

2

Mobile phone formats

leaderboard

3
SQUARE

9

1

2

branding

Leaderboard

3
square

SKY SCRAPER

6

5
Box-in
horní

PR article
Upper box-in in photo gallery

5
upper
box-in

18

10

4
double
square

19

PR article
with tagged
images

web

asb-portal.cz

PR ARTICLE
NEWS

14

15

AD TEXT
LINK

16

BANNER AD LINK +
PR ARTICLE

Ad formats in ASB ***** e-newspaper
and HVAC / Civil engineering / Realization of constructions in e-newspaper ******
Formát

Podklady

Cena

A link to a PR article (or News), published on www.asb-portal.
cz, is placed at the beginning of the e-newspaper

Umístění

–

CZK 25,000

15 Ad text link

A text link with a logo and an overlink is placed at the beginning
of the e-newspaper, above the list of articles.

logo (100x100 px)
+ text (max. 200
characters including
spaces)

CZK 25,000

16 Banner ad link + PR article

The banner link (600 × 130 pxl) with an overlink is placed at
the beginning of the e-newspaper, above the list of articles. The
e-newspaper includes a link to a PR article.

jpg, png, gif

CZK 31,000

14 PR article, News

20

***** Periodicity of ASB e-newspapers: once a week to 6700 addresses. Exclusivity guarantee - only one of the listed ad formats will appear in the e-newspaper.
****** Periodicity of Civil engineering / Realization of constructions / HVAC e-newspaper: once a month. Exclusivity guarantee - only one of the listed ad formats will appear in the e-newspaper

17

Prices are without VAT and are
indicative.
The Client is responsible for
the formal and content side of
the ordered advertisements,
as well as for all damages that
may occur to the publisher or
third parties on the basis of
information provided in the
advertisements or in connection
with them.
The Client further declares to
have an unquestionable consent
to the publication of the provided
photographs and other pictorial
and textual materials of third
parties, he has.

SECTION PARTNER

18E-CATALOGUE /  E-MAGAZINE

Special ad formats
Format

17 SECTION PARTNER
Portal sections:
Architecture, Construction, Civil engineering, HVAC, Business

18 E-CATALOG ASB / E-MAGAZINE

To maximize the marketing effect, we recommend publishing
catalogs, magazines, leaflets and price lists as part of the
advertorial or News section. The application of interactive elements
(hyperlinks, videos, etc.) is subject to individual pricing.

Publication of a company video
Video presentation production

21

Placement

Background materials

The partner of the section gets:
• logo  with a link to your own web page in the selected section
• logo with a link to your own web page in all subsections (eg Architecture / Projects, Realizations, Buildings and
Buildings, Architects, Timeless Architecture, Interiors, Competitions)
• a logo with a link to your own website for each editorial included in the selected section
• logo with a link to your own website in all subsections (eg Architecture / Projects, Realizations, Buildings and
structures, Architects, Timeless architecture, Interiors, Competitions)
• PR article**
• news *** (possibility of publishing a press release, company news during the year)

Price
Price:
1 month CZK 38,000
3 months CZK 91,000
6 months 158 000 CZK
12 months CZK 278,000
Attention! Limited format - a maximum of 4 partners in one section!

publication of a company magazine, catalogs, price list, leaflet, etc.
with the possibility of electronic browsing (full-text search, active
advertising space)

data size:
max. 250 MB,
PDF file with 150 dpi resolution

part of the PR article:
CZK 26,250
part of the News:
CZK 15,000

publication of a video presentation of the client in the advertorial or
in the News section

format: FLV, embed link (youtube, video)

part of the PR article: CZK 29,000
part of the News: CZK 29,000

According to the complexity of the work, the length of the recording and the use of video (work procedures, interviews,
introduction of company products / technologies / reference objects ...)

Partner reviews

Ing. arch. Jan Kasl
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Petr Lustig
owner of ccbl, s.r.o.
We have been cooperating with the
Jaga publishing house since 2015. For
our client, the Fenix Group, the largest
European manufacturer of electric
heating systems, we carry out campaigns
here for both the end customer and
professionals, both in the Czech Republic and
Slovakia. We consider it a great advantage that
all magazines have an audited edition, and thanks
to that we know how many customers we will
reach with our campaigns. In our cooperation, we
appreciate the professional approach of the sales
director Markéta Šimoníčková and also the editorial
staff in processing our PR documents.

Kateřina Klimšová
marketing manager, Viega, s.r.o.
Jaga Media has in its portfolio a wide
range of attractive magazines and
portals that are relevant to us, where we
would like to make our products visible.
That might be enough for a classic
collaboration, but Jaga Media gives us much more
- a professional and at the same time individual
approach, and always a job well done. In addition,
valuing us as a partner and always doing their best
for us gives us an exceptional feeling. The result is
that we are much closer to our customers which is
an important benefit for us.
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David Kolář, Marketing Director
of Hornbach and Mgr. Robert
Duben, online marketing +
public relations at Hornbach
Hornbach was looking for a
partner to communicate its project
instructions, to express emotions
from our campaigns and, last but
not least, to present interesting products. We succeeded with
the Jaga publishing house, which, thanks to a wide portfolio
of titles, opened the way for us to even more satisfied
customers. Above all, we must highlight the excellent work,
adaptation to our individual needs and a human professional
approach. We can say that our „hornbach“ hammer hit the
nail directly on the head with Jaga.
Kristína Gabíková
Marketing/ CSR specialist Czech republic,
Cemex Czech Republic, s.r.o.
The main goal of the campaign published by Jaga
media s.r.o. was to inform the professional and lay public about
the portfolio of our existing and newly launched products.
Thanks to the wide range of individual titles, we managed
to satisfy our aim and reach a diverse group of readers. The
evaluation of cooperation with the JAGA team is very positive.
The team is flexible, helpful. Another great benefit is that the
team watches the dates for us and it has never happened to
us that we forgot about any media output. At the beginning,
there were concerns about whether we could fill the purchased
space and, above all, whether we would have the capacity to
prepare all agreed texts. The editorial team was very helpful
and everything went smoothly.

Aleš Slivka
procurator, PREFA Aluminiumprodukte, s.r.o.
We have been cooperating with the Jaga Media
publishing house for several years and we consider
their magazines to be one of the highest quality
magazines published in our country for architects
and designers. The quality of the magazine is also
confirmed by a large group of subscribers who
subscribe to the magazines, so our information
reaches the right readers who are interested in architecture.
We also use the asb-portal for our presentation and we also
communicate important information through the Newsletter,
which Jaga Media regularly sends out. Last but not least, we
use the opportunity to meet architects or conservationists at
the so-called round table, which Jaga Media always organizes
professionally.
Ing. Jiří Vaněk
Head of Marketing, Fatra, a.s.
The offered advertising titles have, not only in
terms of content, but also processing, very good
quality. The client service is also at a very good
level and we are satisfied with the cooperation.
For the offered titles, we manage to build the
brand of selected segments relatively solidly.
Cooperation has been developing for several years, we have
always tried to find the optimal solution leading to mutual
satisfaction so that we can continue to cooperate. Within the
team, we come into contact with only a few members. Their
willingness and helpfulness is very valuable and important to us.
We value cooperation.

Petr Přichystal
marketing manager LOMAX & Co, s.r.o.
We are extremely satisfied with the cooperation with
the JAGA Media publishing house, because it allows us
to communicate with a selected target group. Thanks
to campaigns in the JAGA Media titles, we are able
to present news, the advantages of our products and
strengthen the LOMAX brand in the field of B2C and
B2B. The team works great, reminders about the delivery of documents are received well in time, and if we have questions,
the Jaga contact person is always readily available. Concerns about
cooperation were out of place.

i.A. Milan Klepsa
VEKA AG
We are satisfied, in my opinion it brings
us publicity in quality magazines. I believe
that the campaign helps to raise the profile of the SPECTRAL
product line and certainly brings awareness of Class A.
Communication with Mrs. Valtová and possibly colleagues from
Jaga Media is good. The cooperation has been going on for
several years and the initial concerns were not on my part.
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Ing. Peter Markovič, CEO
Xella Slovensko, spol. s r. o.,
and Xella CZ, s.r.o
„The JAGA publishing house is our key
media partner, with whom we are united
by common topics in the field of housing,
construction and architecture. Through its
strong media portfolio and other activities, it helps
us fulfill our communication strategy on the Slovak
market and also in the Czech Republic. Our longterm cooperation is based on reliability, industry
experience and a professional approach. I appreciate
the quality of editorial work, the high intervention
of the professional and lay public and the desire to
constantly move things forward.“
Petr Král, CXU director CEE region VELUX
„Cooperation with the JAGA publishing house
can be summarized in a relatively subtle
formulation. JAGA listens, prepares, performs,
evaluates and constantly improves. I know
from experience that there are not many such
client-oriented media partners. All the best.“
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web

GENERAL COMMERCIAL TERMS
GENERAL COMMERCIAL TERMS
1. Operator JAGA MEDIA, s.r.o. with its registered office at
Pražská 1279/18, 102 00 Praha 10, ID number 270 76 695,
is authorized to provide advertising services.
2. The client of an advertising campaign (hereinafter referred
to as the „client“) is a natural person, entrepreneur or legal
entity, direct customer or intermediary who uses advertising
services on the operator‘s portals.
3. These general business conditions for the provision of
advertising services („GTC“) are an integral part of all contracts
for the provision of advertising services and the conditions set
forth herein may be changed only on the basis of a written
agreement between the customer and the operator.
4. The contract or orders for advertising services must contain
mainly:
a) designation of the contracting parties, including the
address of the registered office, any postal address of
the customer, if different from the registered office, ID
number, VAT number / VAT ID number;
b) the name of the advertising campaign and the client, if
the one ordering is not the client;
c) the specification of the advertising formats and their size
or number of impressions or publication, depending on
which of the data is applicable to the specific type of
advertising format;
d) the time of publication of the advertising campaign;
e) the amount of the rebate and agency fees, if agreed;
f) the specification of other services, if agreed;
g) the date of conclusion of the contract or order;
h) confirmation of the contract or order by persons
authorized to act on behalf of the contracting parties.
5. Based on a properly concluded contract, the operator reserves
the media space agreed in the contract for the customer and
publishes the customer‘s advertising elements in it. Advertising
elements are visual, textual, audio or audiovisual information
(visual) that directly or indirectly promotes the goods or
services of the customer. All advertising elements must comply
with the rules set out in the technical conditions.

6. The client is obliged to deliver to the operator all advertising
elements (graphic, technical and text) at his own expense no
later than 3 (three) working days before the start date of the
advertising campaign.
7.	Unless the contracting parties agree otherwise in advance,
the operator is entitled to extend the date of publication of the
advertising campaign until the contractually agreed number
of impressions or publication of the advertising format is met.
8. The client is responsible for the content of the advertisement
and declares that the advertising elements do not violate
legislation in the field of unfair competition, copyright and other
intellectual property rights, consumer protection, advertising, as
well as other generally binding legislation and code of ethics of
advertising issued Advertising Council. The Client declares that
the advertising elements intended for publication in advertising,
which fulfill the conceptual features of the work, are (i) employee
parts and the Client is entitled to exercise property rights to
them; or (ii) the Client has acquired the right to dispose of the
advertising elements on the basis of a contract with the author
or another person authorized to exercise property rights to them
and the author or another person authorized to exercise property
rights to the advertising elements has given the Client consent
to grant a sublicense. In the event that the Client has acquired
the right to dispose of advertising materials in accordance with
the provisions of paragraph (ii) of this Article, consent to the use
of such works under the contract for the provision of advertising
services shall be deemed sublicense.
9. The client has the right to two extensive corrections of
advertising elements (eg changes in text and graphics). In
the event that the client supplies the operator with already
prepared advertising elements for publication, the operator is
not responsible for defects in advertising caused by the use
of these advertising elements.
10. The client is entitled to use advertising elements in full
supplied and created by the operator only for the purpose of
advertising on the operator‘s domains; use in another way,
mainly dissemination or making available to the public or
public transmission, the client is entitled to perform only on
the basis of a separate license or sublicense agreement with
the operator.

11.	Cancellation policy:
a) More than 30 days before the start of the advertising
campaign ... 30% of the advertising price;
b) 15 to 30 days before the start of the advertising
campaign ... 50% of the price of the advertisement;
c) 8 to 14 days before the start of the advertising campaign
... 75% of the price of the advertisement;
d) 7% or less before the start of the advertising campaign
or at any time during the advertising campaign 100% of
the price of the advertisement.
12. The operator shall issue invoices with all the requisites of
a proper tax document within 15 days after the end of the
advertising campaign or within 15 days after the end of the
calendar month, unless otherwise agreed in the contract for
the provision of advertising services.
13. The client is obliged to pay the invoice issued by the operator
within 14 days from the date of its issuance. The bank details
of the operator will be stated on the invoice.
14. In case of delay of the client with the payment of the invoice,
the operator is entitled to claim from the client interest of
0.05% for each day of delay and penalty interest of 10% p. a.
and at the same time not to realize further ordered advertising.
15. Bank fees and any exchange rate differences associated with
the payment of the invoice are borne by the client.
16. The client can send a properly confirmed contract or order by
e-mail.
17. The client can file a complaint within 14 days from the end
of the advertising campaign in which the error occurred.
The error of the advertisement is not the display of the
advertisement exclusively in the time interval in which the
advertisement is automatically displayed by the advertising
system according to the contract and the fluctuation in the
traffic of portals if the scope of the advertisement according
to the contract is met.
18. In case of non-payment of the invoice by the due date, the
operator reserves the right to charge the provided discount.
19. Part of the contract or order concluded between the client
and the operator is the Banner Ad Price List published
on the operator‘s website. The operator is entitled to
unilaterally change and update the Price List.
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Contacts
Mailing address,
Billing information
Jaga Media, s. r. o.
Pražská 1279/18
102 00 Praha 10
IČO: 270 76 695
DIČ: CZ 27 07 66 95

Contacts

tel.: +420 267 219 346
fax: +420 267 219 347
jagamedia@jagamedia.cz

Director of the publishing house,
Executive director
Mgr. Vladimír Brutovský
+420 777 284 680
vladimir.brutovsky@jagamedia.cz
Executive director
Ing. Peter Halász
peter.halasz@jagamedia.cz
Billing department
Lucie Karnetová, +420 775 556 166
lucie.karnetova@jagamedia.cz
Marketing department
marketing@jagamedia.cz
Head of marketing department
Mgr. Zuzana Koporcová
zuzana.koporcova@jagamedia.cz
Distribution department
and Subscriptions
distrib@jagamedia.cz
Hana Petržilková, +420 777 284 682
hana.petrzilkova@jagamedia.cz
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Sales department
obchod@jagamedia.cz
Sales Director
Markéta Šimoníčková, +420 775 284 686,
marketa.simonickova@jagamedia.cz
Miroslava Valtová, +420 775 284 685,
miroslava.valtova@jagamedia.cz
Petr Tesarek, +420 777 284 681,
petr.tesarek@jagamedia.cz
Documentation for advertising
podklady@jagamedia.cz
Adéla Bartíková, +420 267 219 346,
adela.bartikova@jagamedia.cz

We are specialists
in Construction, Housing,
Garden, Architecture,
Development ...

homebydleni.cz

receptyprimanapadu.cz

asb-portal.cz

